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1. Testing Course Requirements for Haas Students (45 points) 
 

 
 
This question has 12 parts (A) through (L).  
 
The Haas Undergraduate Program requires a statistics course as a prerequisite to 
admission. Currently, there are multiple courses on campus that satisfy this prerequisite 
(e.g., Stats 20, 21, 131A). The program is considering whether to require that all 
students take Data 8, Foundations of Data Science, to satisfy the statistics requirement. 
To determine whether to institute this requirement, Haas administrators want to know 
the causal effect of requiring Data 8 on student performance in Haas core courses. In 
particular, they want to know what causal effect completing Data 8 would have had on 
Haas students that did not take Data 8 but took some other statistics course instead. We 
will assume throughout that enforcing a Data 8 requirement will have no effect on who 
is ultimately admitted to the Haas Undergraduate Program, and neither will any other 
treatment considered below. 
 
To summarize: the unit is a student. The treatment of interest is completing Data 8. The 
control condition is taking another statistics course. The outcome is performance in core 
Haas classes. 
 
Note: we will assume that we have some absolute measure of performance, like scores 
on exams, rather than some relative or ‘curved’ measure of performance, like grades. In 
other words, for the metric we are considering, the performance of one student does not 
depend directly on the performance of their classmates. 
 

A) [3 points] In the next few problems, we will apply the potential outcomes 
framework to our research question. Explain the meaning of 𝑌"# in this context. 

 
Yi1 is the potential outcome (Haas core performance) for student i if he or she 
completes Data 8. 



 
 

B) [3 points] Explain the meaning of 𝐸[𝑌"#]. 
 
E[Yi1] is the population average of the potential outcome (Haas core performance) for 
each student if he or she completes Data 8. 
 
 
 
 

C) [3 points] The university is interested in measuring the average causal effect of 
completing Data 8 among students that did not take Data 8 but took some other 
statistics course instead. Write down this causal effect using the potential 
outcomes notation. 

 
 
E[Yi1 – Yi0 | Di = 0] 
 
Give partial credit if they identify as treatment on the untreated, but do not correctly 
use potential outcomes notation. 
 
 

D) [4 points] An administrator argues that one important advantage of requiring all 
students to take Data 8 is that it will allow instructors of Haas core courses to 
tailor the instruction to the students’ skills (e.g. including Python labs). This 
improved course design may improve student performance. However, 
instructors can only tailor the course in this way when a sufficient number of 
students in the course have taken Data 8. 
 
What implication does this side benefit have for using the potential outcomes 
framework in this setting? 
 

This introduces interference. Now potential outcomes depend on whether a 
sufficient number of classmates have also taken Data 8, rather than just an individual 
student’s treatment. 

 
 

 
 
Ignore this issue for the remainder of the problem. 



E) [3 points] In order to measure the causal effect of interest, an administrator 
proposes comparing outcomes for Haas students that completed Data 8 and 
Haas students that did not complete Data 8. 
 
Write down this comparison using the potential outcomes notation. 

 
E[Y_i1 | D_i = 1] – E[Y_i0 | D_i = 0] 
 
 
 
 
 

F) [3 points] Will this comparison identify the causal effect of interest? Why or why 
not? 

 
In general, no, this comparison will not identify the causal effect of interest. The 
concern is selection bias: students that have completed Data 8 differ from students 
that have not for reasons unrelated to Data 8 itself. For example, students that 
complete Data 8 may have more baseline exposure to programming, and so may be 
more successful in Haas core courses that involve programming, on average. 
 
 
The Haas administration decides to run a randomized experiment to help answer their 
research question. In this experiment, administrators take a list of students that 
expressed interest in applying to Haas, and randomly select half of those students for 
the treatment group. For each randomly selected student, Haas sends personalized 
materials promoting Data 8 as a great course for completing the Haas statistics 
prerequisite. The objective is to increase enrollment in Data 8 among treated students. 
 
Below is a table with the results of the experiment with means calculated separately for 
the treatment and control groups. Performance is measured in standardized units--a 
value of 1 indicates a 1 standard deviation higher performance than the average control 
student. 
 
Experiment 1 results: 
 

Treatment Control 

Completed Data 8 0.5 0.4 

Haas Core Performance 0.05 0 



 
G) [4 points] An administrator remarks that the performance of the treatment and 

control students is very similar, with only a difference of 0.05 standardized units. 
He takes this as evidence that completing Data 8 has a negligible causal effect on 
student performance. Do you agree? If so, explain how the evidence supports 
this view. If not, explain to the administrator in layman terms why the evidence 
does not support this view. 

 
No, this conclusion is incorrect. The difference in performance between the treatment 
and control groups is small, but the difference in Data 8 completion rates is also 
relatively small! If we want to measure the causal effect of completing Data 8 on 
performance, we need to account for this ‘non-compliance’—the fact that may treated 
students do not complete Data 8 and many untreated students do complete Data 8. 
 
 
 
 

H) [4 points] Assume no defiers exist. Approximately what share of students are 
compliers in this experiment? Approximately what share of students are ‘never-
takers’? 

 
As in problem set 2, we can estimate the share of students that are compliers using 
the first stage. This is the difference in Data 8 completion rates between the two 
groups: 0.5 – 0.4 = 0.1 
 
We can estimate the share of students that are never takers by looking at the share of 
treated students that do no complete Data 8. With no defiers, the share of never-
takers is approximately the share of treated students that do not complete Data 8: 0.5. 
 
 

I) [4 points] Based on the table above, construct a LATE estimate for the causal 
effect of completing Data 8 on student performance. 

 
LATE = (Reduced Form/First Stage) 
           = (0.05 – 0.0)/(0.5 – 0.4) = 0.5 standardized unites of performance 
 
 
 
 



J) [4 points] Suppose that in addition to increasing Data 8 enrollment, the 
promotional materials also cause treated students to take a statistics course 
earlier in their academic career. Some instructors suspect that students that have 
taken statistics more recently perform better in core courses.  What implications 
does this have for your answer to part (I)? 

 
 
This would violate the exclusion restriction required for the LATE formula to be 
valid. The exclusion restriction requires that our instrument (receiving the 
promotional materials), only affects performance by changing the probability of 
completing Data 8. The channel described here—causing students to take a statistics 
course earlier in their career and so potentially leading to worse performance in Haas 
core courses—is a distinct one, and so would be a violation. 
 
 
 
 
 
For the rest of this problem, assume the promotional materials do not cause treated 
students to take a statistics class earlier in their academic career. 
 
Haas administrators decide to run a second randomized experiment. Again, 
administrators take a list of students that expressed interest in applying to Haas, and 
randomly select half of those students. In this experiment, those randomly selected 
students are required to take Data 8.  As before, control students can take Data 8 if they 
like, but are not required to do so. 
 
The results of the experiment are presented in the table below with means calculated 
separately for the treatment and control groups. 
 
Experiment 2 results: 
 

Treatment Control 

Completed Data 8 1.0 0.4 

Performance 0.10 0 

 
 
 
 



K) [6 points] How do compliers differ in the first and second experiment? Compare 
both their behavior and treatment effects. Which experiment is more relevant for 
the original causal question of interest: what is the causal effect of completing 
Data 8 among Haas students that, in the absence of a Data 8 requirement, would 
take some other statistics course instead? 

 
 
In the first experiment, compliers are students that will complete Data 8 if they 
receive the promotional materials but will not complete Data 8 if they do not. In the 
second experiment, compliers are students that will complete Data 8 only if they are 
required to do so. The LATE for the second experiment is 0.10/(0.6) = 1/6, which is 
substantially smaller than the LATE for the first experiment. Hence, the treatment 
effect is larger for compliers in the first experiment than compliers in the second. 
 
The second experiment is more relevant, as compliers in this experiment map exactly 
to the treatment effect of interest that is described in the problem. 
 
 
 
 

L) [4 points] The same administrator suspects that if taking Data 8 improves 
students’ performance in core Haas classes, it will also help Haas students 
persist in the business major--that is, it will reduce the number of students that 
change majors to something other than business. Suppose that for students that 
change majors we do not have data on Haas core performance. 

 
What implications would this pattern have for the above analysis? 
 

This pattern of behavior will likely introduction attrition bias. While randomization 
ensures balance between the treatment and control groups at baseline, with attrition 
we are no longer assured balance at endline. The pattern described in the question 
suggests that we will see more attrition in the control group than the treatment 
group. Moreover, this attrition is selective—students that perform better in core 
classes are less likely to leave the data. This means we are likely to understate the 
causal effect of completing Data 8, because low-performing students (who will 
disproportionately come from the control group) will be less likely to remain in the 
data. 
 
This is similar to the attrition bias we saw in the Work from Home lab.  



 
2. Online Advertising Campaigns at the Gap (30 points) 
 

 
 

This question has 8 parts (A) through (H).  
 
The clothing retailer Gap has hired you as a data scientist to help them determine how 
much to spend on their online advertising campaigns. Gap pays for online advertising 
on various websites, including Google, Facebook, and Twitter. In order to decide how 
much to spend on these campaigns, Gap must estimate the causal effect of an online 
campaign on sales. The higher the return, the more Gap will be willing to spend on 
placing advertisements. 
 
In this question, our unit of observation will be the customer, an individual browsing 
online that will potentially see a Gap advertisement and potentially make a purchase. In 
this question, we will estimate the causal effect of seeing a Gap advertisement on 
spending on Gap merchandise. 
 
For each customer, we have historical data on whether the customer has recently been 
shown an advertisement on any of a variety of websites (shown_ad, an indicator), and 
that customer’s recent spending on Gap merchandise (gap_spending). Historically, 
customers are more likely to be shown Gap advertisements if their browsing history 
suggests an interest in Gap or related products, or if they fall into Gap’s targeted 
demographic groups (18- to 34-year-olds). 
 

A) [3 points] Explain the meaning of the following potential outcomes notation in 
this context: 𝐸[𝑌"#|	𝐷" = 1]. 

 
This is the potential outcome (spending on Gap products) if customers are shown an 
advertisement, average across all customer that are shown an adverstiement. 
 



As a first step towards estimating the effect of advertising, Gap has estimated the 
following regression model using their customer data: 
 

gap_spending = 	𝛼 + 	𝛽	shown_ad + 	𝜀 
 
where gap_spending is measured in dollars and shown_ad is an indicator for 
whether the customer has been shown a Gap advertisement. 
 
The estimated β coefficient is 0.50. 
 

B) [4 points] Interpret the β coefficient estimate in a sentence. Does this reflect the 
causal effect of advertising on customer spending? Why or why not? 

 
 
Being shown an advertisement is associated with a $0.50 increase in customer spending 
on Gap products. That is, customers that are shown an advertisement spend $0.50 more 
on Gap products than customers that are not shown an advertisement, on average. 
 
 
 
 

C) [4 points] Suppose we also had data on whether a customer had shopped for Gap 
in the past. The variable prior_experience measures the amount of time the 
customer has previously spent browsing the Gap website. Suppose we added 
this covariate as a control to the model above. How would you expect the β 
coefficient to change: would it become more positive or more negative? Why? 

 
We can use the omitted variable bias formula to answer this. How the β coefficient to 
changes depends on two relationships. First, it depends on the sign relationship 
between the omitted variable (prior_experience) and the included variable (shown_ad). 
The description of how advertisements were targeted historically tells us this 
relationship is positive. Second, it depends on the sign of coefficient on prior_experience 
in the ‘long regression’, a regression where both prior_experience and shown_ad are 
included as covariates. We don’t know this sign from the problem, but it’s reasonable to 
assume that coefficient is positive—controlling for advertising, customers that have 
spent more time shopping on the Gap website spend more on Gap merchandise. 
 
Hence, the omitted variable bias is positive, so we expect the β coefficient to be 
smaller/more negative in the long regression. 
 



Suppose instead that we use age as an additional control and estimate the following 
regression model: 
 

gap_spending = 	𝛼 + 	𝛽	shown_ad	+	γ	age + 	𝜀 
 
where age is measured in years. 
 
In this expanded regression model, the estimated β coefficient is 0.75 and the estimated 
γ coefficient is 0.01. 
 

D) [3 points] Interpret the estimated coefficient γ in a sentence. 
 
A one year increase in age is associated with a $0.01 increase in spending on Gap 
merchandise. 

 
 
 

E) [4 points] What does the change in β estimates between the two regression 
models tell you about the relationship between age and shown_ad? 

 
The β coefficient increases from 0.5 to 0.75. Based on the omitted variable bias formula, 
this implies that the relationship between shown_ad and age is negative. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You have convinced Gap to run a randomized control trial to estimate the causal effect 
of advertising on customer spending. For a set of customers that could potentially be 
shown advertisements, Gap will pay to show advertisements to a random subset of 
those customers. However, because Gap believes that the returns to advertising are 
higher for their targeted demographic, 18- to 34-year-olds, they have stipulated that the 
randomization in the experiment be stratified. In particular, while 20% of customers in 
other demographic groups will be assigned to see the ad and 80% will be assigned to 
the control (and so will see some non-Gap advertisement instead), 80% of target 
demographic customers will see the advertisement and 20% will be assigned to the 
control. (Just to make sure you read that right: 18- to 34-year-olds are more likely to be 
assigned to see the advertisement than older customers.) 
 



F) [3 points] What is the benefit of running a randomized experiment in this 
context? 

 
A randomized experiment allows us to credibly estimate the causal effect of 
advertising on purchase behavior, the treatment effect of interest. In the absence of 
an experiment, our estimates are plagued by selection bias. 
 
Below is a table with the baseline results of the experiment with means calculated 
separately for the treatment and control groups. 
 
 Treatment Control 
Age 24 36 
Shown Advertisement 1 0 
Gap Spending ($) 0.25 0.36 

 
G) [4 points] The in-house analyst is shocked by the experiment results. She says the 

difference in sales between the treated and control groups is -0.11, which implies 
that advertising actually decreases sales. 

 
Do you agree with this interpretation? Why or why not? 

 
No, this interpretation is incorrect. We cannot simply compare treatment and control 
here, because the two groups are unbalanced. We can see this from the differences in 
average age. The two groups are unbalanced despite randomization because we made 
treatment more likely for 18- 34-year-olds than other customers. Hence, the treatment 
group may have lower spending because that group is generally younger, not 
because they were shown an advertisement. 
 

 
H) [5 points] Describe a strategy for recovering the causal effects of advertising 

using data from the experiment. Assume you have the customer-level data used 
to create the table above and not just the aggregate statistics. (Note: there are a 
few potential strategies. You only need to describe one that works.) 
 

In general, we must control for differences in age (18- to 34-year-olds versus everyone 
else) to recover the causal effect of interest. We can use subclassification, matching, 
or regression to do this. In all cases, we want to control for an indicator for 18- to 34-
year-olds.  



3. Discontinuities in Credit Card Limits (25 points) 
 

 
 
This question has 5 parts (A) through (E).  
 
A bank is targeting a new credit card at college students. They must decide what credit 
limit--the maximum amount a borrower is allowed to borrow on the card--to offer to 
students. They want to set a credit limit that will maximize revenue relative to costs. 
The costs depend on how likely a borrower is to default on the credit card debt (i.e., not 
pay their bills). Revenue largely depends on how much fees the bank can collect on the 
account. Both the costs and revenue will potentially depend on the credit limit the bank 
sets. 
 
The bank has hired you as a data scientist to analyze their existing data. In this question, 
we’ll focus on the revenue side: at the borrower-level, what is the causal effect of credit 
limit on fees collected? If the bank increases the credit limit by $X, how much will fees 
collected increase or decrease? 
 
After speaking with bank officials, you learn about an important institutional quirk: the 
bank uses a formula for determining credit limits for card applicants, and the formula 
depends in part on the interval of an applicant’s credit score (e.g. 500-549, 550-599, 600-
649, et cetera), which measures expectations for applicant’s ability to repay debt. When 
an applicant moves from one interval to another, there is a jump in the allowed credit 
limit. This creates discontinuities in credit limits by credit score, as seen below. 
 
Note on the figure: a commonly used credit score is known as a FICO score. 



 
 
This creates a natural opportunity to use the regression discontinuity research design to 
estimate the causal effect of credit limits. 
 

A) [5 points] In your own words, describe the logic of the regression discontinuity 
approach. Under what assumptions does it identify a causal relationship 
between the treatment and some outcome? 

 
• Key idea: Treatment changes discontinuously at some cutoff. Use 

discontinuity in E[Y obs| X] at the cutoff value X = c to estimate the effect of D 
on Y for units near X = c 

• Key assumption is continuity 
• E[ Y1 | X] and E[Y0 | X] are continuous at X = c 
• Essentially have a ‘local’ randomized experiment 
• Baseline characteristics are the same above and below X = c 
• Only thing changing at cutoff is treatment status 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
B) [5 points] Write down a regression model to estimate the discontinuity in the 

figure above. You can simply label the cutoff as c. Write down which parameters 
correspond to each portion of the figure below. (There are three portions to label: 
i, ii, and iii. i and iii refer to slopes, while ii refers to the jump at the cutoff.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yi =↵+ �Di + �(Xi � c)

+ �(Xi � c)⇥Di + ei
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Slo
pe:

� +
�

<latexit sha1_base64="fOKvefn1yFvQHkPDIrHSg57O+80=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7RruKjyYAswOPM4Jk1kRYyQejEg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7RruKjyYAswOPM4Jk1kRYyQejEg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gtPxn36TbCrSRarV38wMyJ8krqs=">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</latexit>

Slop
e: �

<latexit sha1_base64="cDStpL8f0LhPQ//ZRGzu+mg2W6M=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fAdpQIgelbib1ub1SCE09qaPWWQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fAdpQIgelbib1ub1SCE09qaPWWQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uk/hJuopMRjz6476vV9kcyUK9N4=">AAACMXicdVDLSsNAFJ34tr6qLt0MFkEQSuJGcSW6cVnRVqEJZTK9qYMzSZi5EUvIR/gtLtzqZ3Qnbl34C07aLHweGDicc+/lzAlTKQy67siZmp6ZnZtfWKwtLa+srtXXNzomyTSHNk9koq9DZkCKGNooUMJ1qoGpUMJVeHta+ld3oI1I4kscphAoNohFJDhDK/Xqe7k/PpJr6Bc+wj3mFzJJ4YgW1FcMb8Io9wdMKVYUvXrDbbpj0N/Eq0iDVGj16h9+P+GZghi5ZMZ0PTfFIGcaBZdQ1PzMQMr4LRtA19KYKTBBPs5T0B2r9GmUaPtipGP160bOlDFDFdrJMqf56ZXif1550fxldjOMDoNcxGmGEPNJiiiTFBNa1kf7QgNHObSEcS3sRyi/YZpxtCXXbEPezz5+k85+03Ob3rnbOD6pulogW2Sb7BKPHJBjckZapE04eSBP5Jm8OI/OyHl13iajU061s0m+wXn/BAk+q6g=</latexit>

Jump: �
<latexit sha1_base64="TjhlooeYrbSRniYTedwZfb4uTaA=">AAACL3icdVC7SgNBFL3r2/iKWmoxKII2YddGsQraiJUBo0I2hNnJXR2cfTBzVwzLfoPfYiFY6WeIjaS18hecTSx8Hhg4nHPv5cwJUiUNue6LMzI6Nj4xOTVdmZmdm1+oLi6dmiTTApsiUYk+D7hBJWNskiSF56lGHgUKz4Krg9I/u0ZtZBKfUC/FdsQvYhlKwclKnepW7g+O5Bq7hU94Q/lRFqV7rGB+xOkyCHM/QOJF0amuuzV3APabeJ9kvb760OgDwHGn+u53E5FFGJNQ3JiW56bUzrkmKRQWFT8zmHJxxS+wZWnMIzTtfJCmYBtW6bIw0fbFxAbq142cR8b0osBOljHNT68U//PKi+Yvs5VRuNvOZZxmhLEYpggzxShhZXmsKzUKUj1LuNDSfoSJS665IFtxxTbk/ezjNzndrnluzWvYqvZhiClYgTXYBA92oA6HcAxNEHAL9/AIT86d8+y8Ov3h6IjzubMM3+C8fQCelK0L</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iHrP4QtqUq+8FDYJPES9brOs9XU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iHrP4QtqUq+8FDYJPES9brOs9XU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dISCqkRtRCJHrEZ+CPd9PG+G3lc=">AAACL3icdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGARtwq6NYhW0EasI5gHZEGYnd5Mhsw9m7oph2W/wWyxs9TPERmyt/AVnkxSa6IGBwzn3Xs4cL5ZCo22/WQuLS8srq4W14vrG5tZ2aWe3oaNEcajzSEaq5TENUoRQR4ESWrECFngSmt7wMvebd6C0iMJbHMXQCVg/FL7gDI3ULR2n7vhIqqCXuQj3mF4nQXxOM+oGDAeen7oeIMuybqlsV+wx6DxxpqRMpqh1S19uL+JJACFyybRuO3aMnZQpFFxCVnQTDTHjQ9aHtqEhC0B30nGajB4apUf9SJkXIh2rPzdSFmg9CjwzmcfUs14u/uflF/VfZjtB/6yTijBOEEI+SeEnkmJE8/JoTyjgKEeGMK6E+QjlA6YYR1Nx0TTkzPYxTxonFceuODd2uXox7apA9skBOSIOOSVVckVqpE44eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/VufUxGF6zpzh75BevzG0zJqsY=</latexit>



C) [5 points] Your colleague is concerned that the credit limits that the bank offers 
may also influence who decides to sign up for the card in the first place. Potential 
borrowers may learn the credit limit that the bank is offering them, and some 
may decide not to complete their sign-up in response. If they do not sign-up for 
the card, they will not show up in the data. Does this present a problem for the 
regression discontinuity approach? Why? 

 
This likely violate the continuity assumption. While initial applicants with credit 
scores just below the cutoff will be similar to initial applicants just above the cutoff, 
the set of applicants that complete the sign-up process will differ systematically on 
one side and the other. We will no longer have a ‘local’ experiment at the cutoff. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D) [5 points] How would you test for the issue described in part (C)? 
 
 
We can check for bunching. We can also check for discontinuity in baseline applicant 
covariates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

E) [5 points] Suppose you find that, at the cutoff, the average credit limit increases 
by $1000, and revenue increases by more than the cost. Based on your analysis, 
the bank is considering raising the credit limit for all borrowers with credit 
scores currently below the cutoff by $1000. Before doing so, the bank wants to 
know whether they should run a randomized experiment. What, if anything, 
would be gained from running an experiment? Suppose all the RD assumptions 
are satisfied, so that we have indeed identified a causal effect. 

 
 
If the RD assumptions are satisfied, the RD estimates give us the causal effect of 
increasing credit limits by $1000 for applicants with credit scores at the cutoff. The 
change the bank is proposing will applying to all borrowers with credit scores below 
the cutoff, and so would apply to borrowers that meaningfully differ from borrowers 
at the cutoff. A randomized experiment would allow us to estimate the average 
treatment effect for this (more relevant) set of borrowers. 


